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April 13 April 14 April 15 April 16 April 17 
Standard: RL.5, RL.10, W.5 
Learning Tasks:    
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2. Previewing the Text/Inferences
3. Vocabulary
Text: "A Mix of Colors and 
Cultures

Standard:  RL.5, RL.6, RL.11, W.5 
Learning Tasks:  
1. Grammar
2. Text Questions- A Mix of
Colors
3. Response to Text Question- 
Mix of Colors and Cultures

Standards: RL.13, W.6 
Learning Tasks:  
1. Silently read a book or text of
your choice for at least 25
minutes
2. Text Share-Summarize what you 
read to a relative or friend. Write or 
submit their response.  Did they find 
the summary interesting or boring? Do 
you think they would like to read the 
text?

Standard:  RL.5, RL.10, W.5 
Learning Tasks:  
1. Grammar
2. Previewing the Text/Inferences
3. Vocabulary
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2. Text Questions- 

3. Response to Text Question-
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1. Grammar
2. Previewing the Text/Inferences
3. Vocabulary
Text: 

Standard:  RL.5, RL.6, RL.8, W.5 
Learning Tasks:  
1. Grammar
2. Text Questions- Fanhood
Response to Text Question-

Standards: RL.13, W.6 
Learning Tasks:  
1. Silently read a book or text of
your choice for at least 25
minutes
2. Text Share-Summarize what you 
read to a relative or friend. Write or 
submit their response.  Did they find 
the summary interesting or boring? Do 
you think they would like to read the 
text

Standard:  RL.5, RL.10, W.5 
Learning Tasks:  
1. Grammar
2. Previewing the Text/Inferences
3. Vocabulary

Standard:  RL.5, RL.6, RL.8, W.5 
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1. Grammar
2. Text Questions for 
3. Response to Text Question-
The Grime  
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text? 
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https://readtheory.org/ 



Grammar Moments 
Choose the option that best reflects proper comma usage in each sentence. 
4/13/20  
1. For the Thanksgiving reunion, relatives were sitting in the dining room, on the porch, and in the 
carport. 

A. Thanksgiving, reunion  
B. were, sitting  
C. porch and  
D. No error 

2. Lydia seems to be a kind, considerate girl. 
A. seems, to  
B. considerate, girl  
C. kind considerate  
D. No error 

4/14/20 
1. This fishing pole Nathan, has seen better days. 

A. pole, Nathan,  
B. has, seen  
C. Nathan  
D. No error 

2. My cousin has moved to 56 Central Street Narragansett, Rhode Island 02882. 
A. has moved,  
B. Central Street,  
C. 56, Central  
D. No error 

4/16/20 
1. The badger, a shy animal sometimes makes friends with a coyote. 

A. sometimes, makes  
B. friends, with  
C. a shy animal,  
D. No error 

2. After the death of Blackbeard, the famous pirate, piracy disappeared from the coast of the American 
colonies. 

A. the famous pirate  
B. after the death,  
C. coast, of  
D. No error 

4/17/20 
1. “Silent Night” was written by two men from the village of Oberndorf Austria. 

A. men, from  
B. “Silent Night,”  
C. Oberndorf, Austria  
D. No error 

2. On November 19, 1929 Admiral Richard E. Byrd flew the Floyd Bennett to the base of the Queen 
Maud Mountains. 

A. base, of  
B. the, Queen  
C. 1929,  
D. No error 



4/20/20 
1. Oh I forgot to bring the cookies. 

A. Oh,  
B. I, forgot  
C. to, bring  
D. No error 

2. “The boy in the kayak,” whispered Sue “is the new football captain.” 
A. boy, in the  
B. new, football  
C. whispered Sue,  
D. No error 

4/21/20 
1. Which sentence uses commas correctly? 

A. I have to run to the store, get my hair cut, and pick up the kids from daycare. 

B. I have to run to the store, get my hair cut and pick up the kids from daycare. 

C. I have to run to the store get my hair cut, and pick up the kids from daycare. 

D. None of the above 

2. Which sentence uses commas correctly? 

A. We can go the grocery store, or we can go to the mall. 

B. We can go to the grocery store or, we can go to the mall. 

C. We can go to the grocery store, we can go the mall. 

D. None of the above 

4/23/20 
1. Which sentence uses commas correctly? 

A. After ten minutes I, asked the nurse about the medicine. 

B. After, ten minutes I asked the nurse about the medicine. 

C. After ten minutes, I asked the nurse about the medicine. 

D. None of the above 

2. Which sentence uses commas correctly? 

A. When the flight lands I will hug, my family. 

B. When the flight, lands I will hug my family. 

C. When the flight lands I, will hug my family. 

D. None of the above 
4/24/20 
1. Which sentence uses commas correctly? 

A) Jessica sings with power passion, and strength. 
B) Jessica sings with power, passion, and strength. 
C) Jessica sings with power, passion and strength. 
D) None of the above 

2. Which sentence uses commas correctly? 
A) Tomorrow, Wednesday we will take a trip to the zoo. 
B) Tomorrow, Wednesday, we will take a trip to the zoo. 

C) Tomorrow Wednesday, we will take a trip to the zoo. 

D) None of the above 

 
 
 
 



4/27/20 
1. We hiked to the of the mountain over 

A) streams, rocks, and, brush. 
B) ,streams rocks and brush. 
C) streams, rocks, and brush. 
D) streams rocks and brush. 

2. Students are expected to  

A) read think, and write critically. 

B) read, think, and write critically. 

C) read think, and, write critically.  

D) read think and write critically. 

4/28/20 
1. When playing baseball, you have to be able 

A) to run, catch and throw proficiency. 
B) to run, catch, and throw, with proficiency. 
C) to run catch and throw with proficiency. 
D) to run, catch, and throw with proficiency. 

2. In the Granite Man Triathlon, you are expected 
A) To swim for a mile bike for 20 miles and run for five miles. 
B) To swim for a mile, bike for 20 miles, and, run for five miles. 
C) To swim for a mile, bike for 20 miles, and run for five miles. 
D) To swim, for a mile, bike for 20 miles, and run for five miles. 

4/30/20 
1. The ___ raccoon poked at the hot dog. 

A) nimble, fat, and furry 
B) nimble fat and furry 
C) nimble fat, and, furry 
D) nimble, fat and furry 

2. The man’s  
A) white, cotton shirt was cleaned and starched. 
B) white cotton shirt was cleaned, and starched. 
C) white , cotton shirt was cleaned, and starched. 
D) white cotton shirt was cleaned and starched. 

5/1/20 
1. Which sentence uses commas correctly? 

A) The swift, muddy river left its banks ran through our basement, and transported fish into our 
back yard. 

B) The swift muddy river lefts its banks ran through our basement and transported fish into our 
back yard. 

C) The swift, muddy, river left its banks, ran through our basement and transported fish into our 
back yard. 

D) The swift, muddy river left its banks, ran through our basement, and transported fish into our 
back yard. 

2. Which of these sentences uses commas correctly? 
A) The war is finally over and, all of the troops will be coming home. 
B) The war is finally over, and all of the troops will be coming home. 
C) The war is finally over and all of the troop will be coming home. 
D) The war is finally over and all of the troop will be coming, home. 

 



Week April 13-17th 

Grammar Moment 4/13/20: Refer to the grammar worksheet for today’s practice exercises.   

Previewing the Text 
Directions: Complete the graphic organizer prior to reading the entire text. Use your scanning and 
skimming skills to preview the text. Write your answers on the chart or submit within Schoology. 

See 
What do you see? 

*title/text features/bold words 

Think 
What are you thinking? 

*predictions/inferences/generalizations 

Wonder 
What are you wondering? 

*connections plot and/or theme 

 
 
 
 
 
 

  

A Mix of Colors and Cultures 
by ReadWorks 

Boom-cha boom boom-cha boom. Maya bopped her head to the salsa music that played in the distance. 

She looked toward the beat's source-off to her left, a group of Spanish-speaking students were 

practicing a dance for the culture festival that their school was holding later in the day. The dancing girls 

wore swinging, vibrant skirts that swayed as they wiggled their hips to the horns and drums of the 

music. Maya wished that she could dance like that. In front of her, parents were setting up food stations 

along the main corridor of the international school. As the mothers and fathers lined up the traditional 

food items of their native countries on little tables, they wiped off the beads of sweat that had 

accumulated on their foreheads. April is the hottest month in Bangkok, Thailand, and they were all 

feeling it. Maya headed inside to the dance studio to get dressed, but mostly to feel the icy breeze of 

the air conditioner. 

Doooom chik-chik dooooom chik-chik. As she approached the school's dance studio, Maya began to hear 

cymbals clashing, a sound increasing in volume-dance practice must have already begun. 

"Maya! How nice of you to join us," Mrs. Apasiri greeted her student as she walked through the 

doorway. 

"Grab your candles and join in, please," the teacher instructed. 

Maya wove through the seven girls who were swaying on the dance floor to the other side of the room 

where her costume was. She fumbled through her bag for the two candles she would need. After finding 

them, Maya rushed out onto the floor. They were performing the "Fawn Tian," or candle dance, a 

traditional Thai folk dance. 

"Four on the right and four on the left, please," Mrs. Apasiri told her dancers, arranging their formation. 

"The orchestra will be behind you, so just remember that when you start moving around," she added. 

The girls were to perform last in the entire show, so that their candles could flicker in the dark of the 

night. Mrs. Apasiri turned on the music, a combination of string and percussion instruments. Maya 



listened to the humming notes of the saw duang, a two-stringed instrument typically used in classical 

Thai music. She, along with the other dancers, slowly moved up and downstage as they gracefully swung 

their hands right and left, being cautious so as to not extinguish the candle flames. 

Once they finished practicing, it was time to get dressed. A few mothers of the dancers had wandered in 

during the rehearsal and were waiting patiently to start helping out with makeup and hair. Maya walked 

over to her bag and pulled out a full-length silk sarong, a jacket, and a matching scarf to wear over one 

shoulder. She hurriedly wrapped the blue and green sarong around her waist, thinking about the 

swaying salsa skirts as she looked down at the straight, starched lines of her own. A mother ushered her 

over to the hair station, sat her down, and proceeded to squirt an excessive amount of gel into her 

hands. 

"Hurry along, girls!" Mrs. Apasiri chimed in, glancing down at her watch. "Twenty minutes until the show 

starts!" 

 

Once Maya's hair was slicked back in a tight bun, she placed a gold headdress on. It looked like an 

elegant crown, speckled with red and green gemstones, coming to a long, pointed tip at the top of her 

bun. After everyone put the finishing touches on their costumes, they left the studio to settle in 

backstage until their performance. 

Dooop do-do-do dooop. Maya pulled back the heavy black curtain just slightly to peek out at the 

traditional Korean dancers on stage. They donned big, billowing red skirts that ballooned out as they 

spun around in circles to the strings that accompanied their movements. She admired the large fans the 

dancers waved and shook for the audience. 

Next up was the salsa performance. Even the members of the audience began shaking their hips to the 

contagious beat and clapped their hands to the sound of the drums. Maya watched as if she had never 

seen their dance before, mesmerized by the way the boys led their partners, as if they were connected 

by invisible strings. Mrs. Apasiri soon broke Maya's focus. "Get ready, girls!" she instructed her dancers. 

The salsa music began to fall quiet, and Maya lined up with the other girls. 

As they walked onto the stage, the audience oooed and ahhhed at the candles flickering in the girls' 

hands. They performed their dance to a smiling crowd. Upon their finish, Maya felt a tinge of prideshe 

glanced at the other dancers on stage as the music faded, lingering on the silk skirts reflecting the light 

of the candles. Looking at her own, she felt the same admiration she had felt for the other groups. 

Once all of the dancers had changed out of their costumes, the food vendors opened. Parents dished 

out their hard work in plastic bowls, ready to volunteer any information about the food they had 

prepared. Maya wanted to try all of it. She and her friends set down the main corridor of the school. Jen 

wanted Korean food, Divesh wanted German, Chris wanted Thai. As they each presented their 

arguments, Maya snuck away. She collected a variety of dishes from various booths and grabbed a large 

plate. She returned to her friends, who hadn't noticed her disappear. She placed the plate in front of 

them and proceeded to dump all of the food onto the white plastic. 

"What are you doing, Maya?!" Divesh asked impatiently. 

"Come on, just try it," she told her friends. 



They each grabbed a fork and reluctantly tried Maya's mixture. Slowly, they all began to nod their heads 
in approval. "Nice work, Maya," Chris said with a mouth full of food. She smiled in response 
ReadWorks.org · © 2019 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.  
 

Vocabulary Exploration 

Directions: Complete the graphic organizer as you read the text. Highlight four terms from the text.  

The four terms can include words with multiple meanings and/or unfamiliar phrases.  

Vocabulary Reflection: Which words would you most likely use again? Explain why you think the words 
should be added to your personal vocabulary bank. Remember to think beyond using them in the 

classroom or school. 😊 Write your response on a separate piece of paper or submit within Schoology. 

Grammar Moment 4/14/20: Refer to the grammar worksheet for today’s practice exercises.   

Text Questions- “A Mix of Colors and Culture” 
1. What are students practicing a dance for?  
A. a cultural holiday 
B. their school's culture festival  
C. a class project  
D. their school's dance festival 
 
2. Where is this story set?  
A. at an international school in Thailand  
B. at a major theater in the USA  
C. at an international school in Korea  
D. in the hallway of a dance studio 
 
3. How does Maya feel towards the other cultures highlighted in the food and dance performances at 
the culture festival?  
A. fascinated and appreciative  
B. embarrassed and annoyed  
C. jealous and impressed  
D. bored and indifferent 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Term Definition in Your Own Words Textual Evidence 
*clues/hints for meaning 

 
 

  

 
 

  

 
 

  

 
 

  



4. What is the main idea of this story?  
A. A group of Spanish-speaking students practice a salsa dance to perform at their school's culture 
festival.  
B. A girl and her friends taste food dishes from a variety of different cultures at their school's culture 
festival.  
C. A girl prepares for a dance performance by dressing in a sarong, slicking her hair into a bun, and 
wearing a gold headdress.  
D. A girl participates in her school's culture festival, which features dances, clothing, and food from 
different cultures. 
 
5. Choose the answer that best completes the sentence.  
Jen wanted Korean food, Divesh wanted German, and Chris wanted Thai. ______, Maya wanted to try all 
of the different dishes.  
A. For example  
B. Initially  
C. Therefore  
D. In contrast 
 
Response to Text- “A Mix of Colors and Culture”  
Describe what Maya wore for her dance performance. Include at least two details from the text in your 
description. Write your response on a separate piece of paper or submit within Schoology. *Your 
response should be 3-6 sentences. 

Silent/Independent Reading 4/15/20: 1) Silently read a book or text of your choice for at least 25 
minutes. 2) Text Share-Summarize (orally) what you read to a relative or friend. Did they find the 
summary interesting or boring? Do you think they would like to read the text? Write their response on a 
separate piece of paper or submit within Schoology. 

Grammar Moment 4/16/20: Refer to the grammar worksheet for today’s practice exercises.   
 

Previewing the Text 
Directions: Complete the graphic organizer prior to reading the entire text. Use your scanning and 
skimming skills to preview the text. Write your answers on the chart or submit within Schoology. 

See 
What do you see? 

*title/text features/bold words 

Think 
What are you thinking? 

*predictions/inferences/generalizations 

Wonder 
What are you wondering? 

*connections plot and/or theme 

 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 

The Artist's Search 
by ReadWorks 

 

Ariana put down her palette knife and took a step back from her canvas. In front of her sat her 

finished product: a medley of blues, oranges, pinks, and reds-a version of the sunset she had 



seen outside her window. It had only taken her an hour to finish the work, and she nodded her 

head in satisfaction. Not a single paintbrush lay near her; the young artist preferred to use 

alternative painting tools, like string and sponges. So when she found herself alone at home 

with nothing to do, she grabbed a canvas, a knife, and a bunch of paint, and set her easel right 

in front of a window. She smeared, wiped, carved, and brushed bright colors across the blank 

space with the edge of her palette knife, inspired by the sunset, but not exactly copying its 

bright streaks and perfect blend of colors. 

She admired abstract artists, like Wassily Kandinsky, and therefore adhered to that style more 

than anything else she had been taught in art class. Her teacher had shown her one of 

Kandinsky's most famous abstract works, "Colour Studies: Squares and Concentric Circles," 

when she first began taking classes from him. The painting is divided into twelve square 

sections, each with a series of concentric circles within. Although she loved the simplicity of the 

work, what she liked most was Kandinsky's use of contrasting colors-the circles were painted 

with both earthy, dark hues as well as bright reds, yellows, and oranges. Many of Ariana's 

friends criticized abstract art-"What's the point?" they would ask-but she loved that it had the 

potential to elicit a strong emotional reaction to an untraditional image. Her painting of the 

sunset hardly looked like the sky; she'd borrowed hues from what she saw outside to create her 

own piece, which turned out to be a series of contrasting horizontal lines that spanned across 

the canvas. 

The next day, she brought the painting to her teacher, Marcus. "Ariana, please, I've had enough 

of this," he said with a stern expression. While most passersby would have assumed he was 

harshly criticizing her work, he was in fact praising it. He loved her style so much that he 

wanted her to sell her pieces. But time after time, she had declined, saying that she wanted to 

paint only for herself. And even though he understood, he'd become increasingly frustrated; he 

desperately wanted to show her work to the greater public. 

As the winter of her senior year of high school approached, however, Ariana found herself 

worrying about paying her college tuition. Although her parents had agreed to support her 

financially in her studies, she still wanted to pay for her textbooks and any other school 

supplies, all of which would quickly add up. So this time, when Marcus let out a teasing groan 

upon seeing her sunset piece, Ariana cleared her throat. 

"All right, let's do it," she said. Marcus snapped his head up, and his left eyebrow raised way 

above his right. "Excuse me? Did I just hear what I think I heard?" he replied in surprise. It had 

been more than a  

year of him nagging her to sell her artwork. Ariana nodded her head slowly, trying to convince 

her teacher. He didn't need an explanation; Marcus was much too excited. "Yes! Let's do it!" he 

exclaimed. 

The next day, the two of them scoured the newspaper and real estate listings for any small 

open spaces that they could rent and transform into an art gallery. Marcus himself owned one 

that featured his friends' work in addition to his own, but since his gallery was booked through 



the rest of year with various showings, he could not feature Ariana's artwork anytime soon. But 

the two did not let that deter them. They wandered around town, peering into a few possible 

locations and asking around about any new empty spaces. Ultimately, though, they could not 

find anything within their price range. 

After a long day of searching, Marcus and Ariana stumbled into a small local coffee shop to 

take a break. A waitress approached them after they both sat down and took their orders. 

After a long period of silence, Ariana spoke. "So what are we going to do now?" she asked, a 

bit disappointed about the day's events. "We'll find something-without a doubt, we'll discover 

a way to showcase your art," he assured her. Just as he said that, the waitress returned with 

their drink orders. 

"Sorry to eavesdrop," she started, "but did you mention something about art?" 

"Yes, we've been looking around all day for a small space to showcase my work, but we've been 

having a hard time finding something that's in our price range..." Ariana explained. 

"No way! We actually display art in here-see all the pieces on the walls? Those are all from local 

artists," the waitress said, pointing to the nearest drawing. Ariana followed her finger to the 

image and noticed that the artist had employed a pointillist style, meaning that he or she had 

only used small dots of pure color to create an impressive depiction of an owl. "That's really 

beautiful," she told the waitress. 

"Yeah, just bring in a couple samples of your work tomorrow, anytime between 8 a.m. and 12 

p.m., that's when the owner should be here," the waitress said. "And hopefully she'll agree to 

feature your work!" Ariana thanked her profusely and gave Marcus a huge smile. They 

immediately walked to the studio and began to choose which works they would present to the 

shop's owner. 

The following day, Ariana and Marcus strolled into the store lugging four of Ariana's best (and 

biggest) pieces of artwork at eight o'clock on the dot.  A few customers sat quietly at different 

tables sipping coffee, but for the most part, the store was empty. Behind the counter, a woman 

with graying hair and round, redframed glasses peered up from her book to see who had 

entered. "Oh, you must be the artist!" she said, extending her hand to Ariana. "Lily told me that 

you would be bringing in your work today. My name is Susan." 

Ariana shook her hand and introduced herself and Marcus. "Well, here are some of my favorite 
pieces," she said, and with Marcus's help, laid them on the ground for Susan to see. The owner 
fell silent, concentrating hard on each painting, analyzing their colors, shapes, and overall 
design. After what felt like forever, she looked up at Ariana. "I would be honored to hang these 
in my store," she said.  
ReadWorks.org · © 2015 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved. 

 

 

 

 



Vocabulary Exploration 

Directions: Complete the graphic organizer as you read the text. Highlight four terms from the text.  

The four terms can include words with multiple meanings and/or unfamiliar phrases.  

Vocabulary Reflection: Which words would you most likely use again? Explain why you think the words 
should be added to your personal vocabulary bank. Remember to think beyond using them in the 

classroom or school. 😊 Write your response on a separate piece of paper or submit within Schoology. 

Grammar Moment 4/17/20: Refer to the grammar worksheet for today’s practice exercises.   
Text Questions- “The Artist’s Search” 
1. What finally motivates Ariana to sell her artwork? 
A. She wants to be famous like Wassily Kandinsky. 
B. She feels bad that her art teacher, Marcus, has asked her to sell it so many times. 
C. She likes the idea of her art hanging in a coffee shop. 
D. She wants money to help pay for college. 
 
2.Read this sentence from the text. "Many of Ariana's friends criticized abstract art-'What's the point?' 
they would ask-but she loved the way in which it had the potential to illicit a strong emotional reaction 
to an untraditional image.” Based on this statement, what can be concluded about Ariana? 
A. She doesn't like her friends. 
B. She prefers talking to Marcus instead of her friends. 
C. She is an independent thinker. 
D. She is embarrassed by her love of abstract art. 
 
3.What is the main idea of this passage? 
A. Ariana finally gives in to Marcus's wish to sell her artwork. 
B. Ariana decides to go to college because she is tired of painting. 
C. After Ariana decides to sell her abstract art, she and Marcus search for available spaces to show her 
art. 
D. Ariana and Marcus disagree about where to sell Ariana's artwork, but they finally find a gallery they 
like. 
 
4.Choose the answer that best completes the sentence.  
Ariana and Marcus originally planned to set up their own art gallery. ________, however, Ariana 
displayed her art in a coffee shop. 
A. Ultimately 
B. Therefore 
C. Previously 
D. Namely 
 

Term Definition in Your Own Words Textual Evidence 
*clues/hints for meaning 

 
 

  

 
 

  

 
 

  

 
 

  



5.Marcus greatly believes in Ariana's talents as an artist. What evidence from the text supports this 
conclusion? 
A. "Her teacher had shown her one of Kandinsky's most famous abstract works, 'Colour Studies: Squares 
and Concentric Circles,' when she first began taking classes from him." 
B. "He loved her style so much that he wanted her to sell her pieces...And even though he understood, 
he'd become increasingly frustrated; he desperately wanted to show her work to the greater public." 
C. "Marcus himself owned one that featured his friends' work in addition to his own, but since his gallery 
was booked through the rest of year with various showings, he could not feature Ariana's artwork 
anytime soon." 
D. "Not a single paintbrush lay near her; the young artist preferred to use alternative painting tools, like 
string and sponges." 
 
Response to Text- “The Artist’s Search” 
What can be inferred about Ariana's character or personality based on the text? Support your answer 
with evidence from the text. Write your response on a separate piece of paper or submit within 
Schoology. *Your response should be 3-6 sentences. 

Week April 20-24th 

Grammar Moment 4/20/20: Refer to the grammar worksheet for today’s practice exercises.   

Directions: Complete the graphic organizer prior to reading the entire text. Use your scanning and 
skimming skills to preview the text. Write your answers on the chart or submit within Schoology. 

See 
What do you see? 

*title/text features/bold words 

Think 
What are you thinking? 

*predictions/inferences/generalizations 

Wonder 
What are you wondering? 

*connections plot and/or theme 

 
 
 
 
 
 

  

Fanhood 
by ReadWorks 

 

Sam Martinez knew baseball. He couldn't count the number of Los Angeles Dodgers games he had been 

to: his Uncle Gabriel had season tickets and had been taking Sam to games ever since he was three years 

old. When spring turned into baseball season, he got so excited that his parents practically had to bolt 

him to his desk after school so that he would do his homework before the night games. His little sisters 

knew that if they bothered him when he was either watching or listening to the game, they would get 

yelled at. Even Sam's friends tended to steer clear and tread softly when baseball season began. 

Sam couldn't help it: he was obsessed. The smell of freshly cut grass, the feel of the hard and perfectly 

aerodynamic ball, the ping of the bat as it made contact, the crunch of peanut shells as you made your 

way down the aisles to the seats, the groans and shouts of the crowd-what could be better than all of 

this? 



Sam had turned his bedroom into a Dodgers shrine, complete with pennants, framed newspaper 

articles, glass-encased fly balls, and a few autographed headshots. He didn't like other people to come 

into his room, though-sometimes he was worried it was a bit too much. He had once made the mistake 

of bringing a friend to a Dodgers game when Uncle Gabriel couldn't go, and it had been a disaster. 

Jordan had wanted to talk the entire time and barely paid attention to the game. He had then gotten 

annoyed at Sam for not wanting to talk: it was awful. Sam had felt too embarrassed to take notes and jot 

down the stats for the game, which had really messed up the seasonal scorecard he and Uncle Gabriel 

usually kept. 

The first game of this year's season found the Dodgers pitted against the Chicago Cubs, those eternal 

underdogs. Sam and Uncle Gabriel handed their tickets to the collector and made their way to the 

section they had sat in for the last ten years. 

"Think Puig will be as awesome as he was last year, Uncle G?" Sam asked, pulling his blue baseball hat 

down over his eyes to guard against the sun. 

Uncle Gabriel, his pinstriped Dodgers jersey stretched across his heavyset belly, stepped gingerly aside 

as a family of six rushed past holding containers of popcorn and cotton candy. "Puig is the gift that keeps 

on giving," he said, looking back at Sam. "Don't worry-he'll make us proud." 

They finally reached their section and headed to their seats. Uncle Gabriel took small steps down the 

row, shouting out greetings as they passed by old friends and fellow season-ticket holders. These guys 

had been sitting in the same row and section for years together and shared Sam and Uncle Gabriel's 

passion for the game. 

Sam plopped down and took a sip from his Coke, taking in the scene of the half-full stadium in front of 

him, the brown mountains beyond, and the beautiful bright lights that made Dodger Stadium visible 

from airplanes. Uncle Gabriel leaned forward to talk to Mr. and Mrs. Salvatore, and Sam closed his eyes 

and smiled. He felt like he was home. 

"Ehem... Pardon me... Excuse me... Sorry... Just need to get in here." 

Sam looked up. Jessica Alder, from Sam's eighth grade math class, was leading her dad down the row of 

seats, looking glum. She sat right next to Sam and made a production of setting her purse down on her 

feet so that it didn't touch the ground. 

"Hi, Jessica," Sam said. 

She looked up in fake surprise. "Oh hi, Sam. How are you?" 

"Pretty good. I didn't know you liked baseball," he said. 

She twitched her head toward her dad, who was looking around at the stadium with the same rapturous 

expression that had been on Sam's face just a few moments before. "He loves it. He just bought season 

tickets, and my brother couldn't go tonight, so my mom decided we needed some father-daughter 

time." She rolled her eyes. "I don't even understand how baseball works." 

Sam smiled. "Want me to teach you?" 



Jessica smiled back and nodded. 

It was the first time Sam barely paid attention to a baseball game without being overly upset. He liked 

talking to Jessica: despite her initial negativity, she actually seemed to get into the game and had even 

heckled a player or two by the top of the seventh. She didn't laugh at Uncle Gabriel, who was watching 

with extreme concentration, a small pencil pressed to a pad of notebook paper filled with numbers and 

notes about the individual players. During the seventh-inning stretch, she sang the baseball fan's pledge 

of allegiance with gusto, and let her dad hug her when the Dodgers won. Sam couldn't help wondering if 

maybe, at some game in the future, he himself would hug her if the Dodgers won. 

"Maybe I'll come to the next game with my dad," Jessica said, as she, Sam, her dad, and Uncle Gabriel 

made their way down the stairs, following the slow-moving crowds to the parking lots. "That'd be cool," 

Sam said. "See you in school." He waved briefly and followed Uncle Gabriel to their car in the first lot. 

Sam was quiet as they got into the car and waited in a long line of traffic to exit the stadium. 

"Good game, huh?" Uncle Gabriel asked, looking at him out of the corner of his eye. 

Sam felt conflicted: he had really liked watching the game with Jessica, but he had barely paid attention 

to the action itself. He didn't regret talking with Jessica, but he definitely regretted missing the game. 

"Yeah, I guess so," he said. 

Uncle Gabriel laughed. "Will that young lady be at many games this season?" 

"Probably," Sam said, feeling sick-how many games would he miss? 

"Don't worry about it, Sammy!" Uncle Gabriel said. "Baseball games should be fun in all sorts of different 

ways. Don't be too hard on yourself." He chuckled and patted Sam's shoulder. "You can always stay 

home and watch on TV!" 

Sam punched his shoulder and grinned. 
ReadWorks.org · © 2015 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved. 
 

Vocabulary Exploration 

Directions: Complete the graphic organizer as you read the text. Highlight four terms from the text.  

The four terms can include words with multiple meanings and/or unfamiliar phrases.  

Term Definition in Your Own Words Textual Evidence 
*clues/hints for meaning 

 
 

  

 
 

  

 
 

  

 
 

  



Vocabulary Reflection: Which words would you most likely use again? Explain why you think the words 
should be added to your personal vocabulary bank. Remember to think beyond using them in the 

classroom or school. 😊 Write your response on a separate piece of paper or submit within Schoology. 

Grammar Moment 4/21/20: Refer to the grammar worksheet for today’s practice exercises.   

Text Questions- “Fanhood” 
1.With whom does Sam go to baseball games? 
A. his dad 
B. his little sisters 
C. his mom 
D. his uncle 
 
2.How does Jessica's attitude toward baseball change in the story? 
A. Jessica likes baseball a little bit at the beginning of the story and loves it by the end. 
B. Jessica slightly dislikes baseball at the beginning of the story and hates it by the end. 
C. Jessica is interested in baseball at first but loses her interest later on. 
D. Jessica is not interested in baseball at first but then becomes interested. 
 
3.What is the main idea of this story?  
A. A girl goes to a baseball game without understanding how baseball works. 
B. A boy is torn between his interest in baseball and his interest in a girl.  
C. A man has been taking his nephew to Los Angeles Dodgers games for years. 
D. A boy gets annoyed at a friend of his for wanting to talk throughout a baseball game. 
 
4.Choose the answer that best completes the sentence. 
Sam liked talking with Jessica during the baseball game. _______, he did not like missing out on a lot of 
the game.  
A. On the other hand 
B. For instance 
C. In conclusion 
D. Most importantly 
 
5.Read these sentences from the text. 
It was the first time Sam barely paid attention to a baseball game without being overly upset. He liked 
talking to Jessica: despite her initial negativity, she actually seemed to get into the game and had even 
heckled a player or two by the top of the seventh. She didn't laugh at Uncle Gabriel, who was watching 
with extreme concentration, a small pencil pressed to a pad of notebook paper filled with numbers and 
notes about the individual players. During the seventh-inning stretch, she sang the baseball fan's pledge 
of allegiance with gusto, and let her dad hug her when the Dodgers won. Sam couldn't help wondering if 
maybe, at some game in the future, he himself would hug her if the Dodgers won. What can you infer 
about Sam's feelings toward Jessica from these sentences? 
A. Sam is developing a crush on Jessica.  
B. Sam is getting sick of being around Jessica. 
C. Sam is starting to feel uncomfortable around Jessica. 
D. Sam is becoming suspicious of Jessica. 
 
 
 
 



Response to Text- “Fanhood” 
What is Sam's conflict at the end of the story? Support your answer with evidence from the text. Write 
your response on a separate piece of paper or submit within Schoology. *Your response should be 3-6 
sentences. 

Silent/Independent Reading 4/22/20: 1) Silently read a book or text of your choice for at least 25 
minutes. 2) Text Share-Summarize (orally) what you read to a relative or friend. Did they find the 
summary interesting or boring? Do you think they would like to read the text? Write their response on a 
separate piece of paper or submit within Schoology. 

Grammar Moment 4/23/20: Refer to the grammar worksheet for today’s practice exercises.   
Previewing the Text 

Directions: Complete the graphic organizer prior to reading the entire text. Use your scanning and 
skimming skills to preview the text. Write your answers on the chart or submit within Schoology. 

See 
What do you see? 

*title/text features/bold words 

Think 
What are you thinking? 

*predictions/inferences/generalizations 

Wonder 
What are you wondering? 

*connections plot and/or theme 

 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 

The Grime 
by ReadWorks 

Octavia normally would have been embarrassed to rattle off her accomplishments to a total stranger. 

She'd had to do this enough times, in job interviews usually, so she was used to the squirming 

discomfort that comes with saying: I graduated with these honors at this university with this GPA and 

did this and that and, yes, what a rewarding experience, I learned so much, and on and on. 

She had done this enough times to know that her discomfort came from the fact that she sort of liked to 

boast. She knew she shouldn't like it! So she was stuck in the middle. Or, rather, not in the middle, but 

slapped back and forth, from smug satisfaction to self-disgust and back again, like a tennis ball over a 

net. 

Here, though, it was completely different. Sitting in a stuffy, windowless office across from a man 

without a tie. Octavia wearing casual clothes herself. The atmosphere relaxed. Nothing at stake. She had 

come to help people. The rest didn't matter. 

The man across from her was in his fifties, probably. He had a bristly graying mustache and the air of a 

man resigned to good humor, as though he had given every style a fair try, and settled finally on 

shrugging shoulders and a half smile. 

Octavia could tell he was impressed with her. Why shouldn't he be? Because, let's face it, she was 

perfectly qualified. Great school, great grades, great experience, young, energetic, up on the latest 

methods. In two words, a catch. 



The man across from her leaned back in his chair, resting one arm on the chair's armrest, and his chin in 

his palm. His knuckles were buried in his mustache. He had a daily calendar on his desk, the "funny" 

kind. Every day was matched with a joke. Octavia imagined that ripping off the next sheet in the 

morning to find a new joke might be the bright spot of someone's morning. 

Octavia got her biggest kicks not from talking about her schooling or her grades, but from talking about 

why she wanted to volunteer to teach illiterate adults to read. She explained to Paul-that was the 

mustached program director's name-how she had never volunteered before, how she wasn't even the 

type to volunteer, how if you had asked her just two months ago whether she would ever commit 

twenty hours a week just to pre-volunteer training, she would have bet her bottom dollar: nope. 

"So," he asked her, "what changed?" 

"That's the thing!" Octavia's eyes lit up. She was leaning over Paul's desk now, bursting with enthusiasm. 

She felt alive. "It just...popped up. I mean, I don't know, I was just clicking around Wikipedia the other 

day, like I do practically every day, and I was on, like, Belgium, and then horsehair paintbrushes, and 

then experimental stringed instruments, and then, somehow, adult illiteracy. And I started reading, and 

it was just-I don't know, out of nowhere I wanted to be a part of this, to volunteer, to help and see for 

myself. I don't think I'm a tourist, you know? I'm not here to experience the grime and then go home 

and tell my friends about it over sushi. It's not like that. I just...think I can help, and feel compelled to." 

 

Everything Octavia said was true. But in bed that night, her words ran in a loop in her mind, over and 

again. 

Octavia's worst qualities were at war with her best. On the one side were pride and arrogance. On the 

other were enthusiasm and passion. She wondered: was she attempting to volunteer just for the show 

of it, or did she truly care about making a difference? Would she try to learn, as well as teach? 

Octavia didn't know. It was too difficult to separate one motivation from the next. They were tangled up 

with each other, and she wasn't sure where one ended and the other began. She lay in bed and 

struggled with what had gone on in the office. She replayed the words she'd spoken, as if someone else 

had said them. She thought not "Is this who I am?" but "Is this how I want to be?" 

What Octavia came to understand was that her identity was complex: her character wasn't simple, 

wasn't driven by any one thing. She was made up of parts. Some of those parts wanted to learn. 

Some parts wanted to teach. Some were arrogant, and some were humble. 

She realized that the one thing she could be certain of was this: no matter her intentions, the end result 

would be the same. She would help adults learn to read, and wasn't that most important? The 

consequence? She had just begun to wonder if a selfish intention had the power to taint a worthwhile 

outcome when sleep came.   ReadWorks.org · © 2014 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved. 

 

Vocabulary Exploration 

Directions: Complete the graphic organizer as you read the text. Highlight four terms from the text.  

The four terms can include words with multiple meanings and/or unfamiliar phrases.  

 



Vocabulary Reflection: Which words would you most likely use again? Explain why you think the words 
should be added to your personal vocabulary bank. Remember to think beyond using them in the 

classroom or school. 😊 Write your response on a separate piece of paper or submit within Schoology. 

Grammar Moment 4/24/20: Refer to the grammar worksheet for today’s practice exercises.   

Text Questions - “The Grime” 
1. Where does Octavia’s discomfort come from? 

a. She is too smart. 
b. She kind of likes to boast. 
c. She likes to talk about her grades and school 
d. Interviews made her nervous.  

 
2. What is a main theme of this story? 

a. Volunteering is the right thing to do. 
b. It’s okay to change your mind and your perspective. 
c. A person’s character can be very complex because it is made up of many parts. 
d. You should always boast about your accomplishments. 

 
3. Octavia explains to Paul why she wants to volunteer to teach illiterate adults to read. Based on 

what she says to him, what can be concluded about why she wants to volunteer? 
a. Octavia genuinely wants to help people to read. 
b. Octavia wants to feel important 
c. Octavia wants to boast about her accomplishments 
d. She wanted to add this to her resume. 

 
4. What word or phrase best completes the sentence? 

Octavia’s identity is not simple; _______, it is complex.  
a. Instead 
b. Reluctantly 
c. Despite 
d. Of course 

 
5. Read the following sentences from the story.  

"What Octavia came to understand was that her identity was complex: her character wasn't 
simple, wasn't driven by any one thing. She was made up of parts. Some of those parts wanted 
to learn. Some parts wanted to teach. Some were arrogant, and some were humble."  
 
 

Term Definition in Your Own Words Textual Evidence 
*clues/hints for meaning 

 
 

  

 
 

  

 
 

  

 
 

  



What can be concluded about Octavia based on this information?  
a. Octavia has a great level of awareness about her character and personality. 
b. Octavia is a very simplistic person. 
c. Octavia does not understand herself. 
d. Octavia has a lot to offer as a volunteer.  

 
Response to Text- “The Grime” 
As Octavia lays in bed, why does she struggle with what had gone on in the office? Use evidence from 

the text to support your answer. Write your response on a separate piece of paper or submit within 

Schoology. *Your response should be 3-6 sentences. 

Week April 27th-May 1st 

Grammar Moment 4/27/20: Refer to the grammar worksheet for today’s practice exercises.   

Previewing the Text 
Directions: Complete the graphic organizer prior to reading the entire text. Use your scanning and 
skimming skills to preview the text. Write your answers on the chart or submit within Schoology. 

See 
What do you see? 

*title/text features/bold words 

Think 
What are you thinking? 

*predictions/inferences/generalizations 

Wonder 
What are you wondering? 

*connections plot and/or theme 

 
 
 
 
 
 

  

Hope Is the Thing with Feathers 
by Emily Dickinson 

Hope is the thing with feathers 

That perches in the soul, 

And sings the tune without the words, 

And never stops at all, 

And sweetest in the gale is heard; 
And sore must be the storm That 

could abash the little bird That kept 

so many warm. 

I've heard it in the chillest land, 

5 

And on the strangest sea; Yet, 
never, in extremity, It asked a 
crumb of me. 

10 

 

Vocabulary Exploration 

Directions: Complete the graphic organizer as you read the text. Highlight four terms from the text.  

The four terms can include words with multiple meanings and/or unfamiliar phrases.  



Vocabulary Reflection: Which words would you most likely use again? Explain why you think the words 
should be added to your personal vocabulary bank. Remember to think beyond using them in the 

classroom or school. 😊 Write your response on a separate piece of paper or submit within Schoology. 

Grammar Moment 4/28/20: Refer to the grammar worksheet for today’s practice exercises.   

Text Questions- “Hope is the Thing with Feathers” 
1.What does the poet describe as the thing with feathers? 
A. soul 
B. life 
C. song 
D. hope 
 
2.The poet uses the words "gale" and "storm" as metaphors. What might these words represent? 
A. hard or painful times 
B. pleasant times 
C. times of bad weather 
D. times of success and growth 
 
3.The poet says that hope "sings the tune without the words." Why might the poet have written that the 
tune has no words? 
A. to indicate that people who are always hopeful are also often forgetful 
B. to emphasize that hope does not need to be put into words to be felt 
C. to suggest that people are usually unable to understand the feeling of hope 
D. to point out that it is very difficult for people to express whether they feel hopeful or not 
4.What is the theme of this poem? 
A. People need to work hard in order to maintain hope at all times. 
B. Hope can survive through even the toughest times. 
C. Hope is able to keep people warm even in the coldest, stormiest lands. 
D. Without hope, people would be much more sensible and realistic. 
 
5.Hope is important and helpful in times of pain, sorrow, or difficulty. 
Which lines from the poem best supports this statement? 
A. Lines 5-8 
B. Lines 11-12 
C. Lines 1-2 
D. Lines 3-4 
 
 

Term Definition in Your Own Words Textual Evidence 
*clues/hints for meaning 

 
 

  

 
 

  

 
 

  

 
 

  



Response to Text- “Hope is the Thing with Feathers” 
Read these lines from the poem: 
And never stops at all, 
And sweetest in the gale is heard;  
And sore must be the storm  
That could abash the little bird  
That kept so many warm. 
Based on these lines, what is an important characteristic of hope, or "the little bird"? Write your 

response on a separate piece of paper or submit within Schoology. *Your response should be 3-6 

sentences. 

Silent/Independent Reading 4/29/20: 1) Silently read a book or text of your choice for at least 25 
minutes. 3)Text Share-Summarize (orally) what you read to a relative or friend. Did they find the 
summary interesting or boring? Do you think they would like to read the text? Write their response on a 
separate piece of paper or submit within Schoology. 

Grammar Moment 4/30/20: Refer to the grammar worksheet for today’s practice exercises.   

Previewing the Text 
Directions: Complete the graphic organizer prior to reading the entire text. Use your scanning and 
skimming skills to preview the text. Write your answers on the chart or submit within Schoology. 

See 
What do you see? 

*title/text features/bold words 

Think 
What are you thinking? 

*predictions/inferences/generalizations 

Wonder 
What are you wondering? 

*connections plot and/or theme 

 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 

The Road Not Taken 
by Robert Frost 

Two roads diverged in a yellow wood, 

And sorry I could not travel both 

And be one traveler, long I stood 

And looked down one as far as I could 

To where it bent in the undergrowth; 5  

Then took the other, as just as fair 

And having perhaps the better claim, 

Because it was grassy and wanted wear; 

Though as for that, the passing there 

10     Had worn them really about the same, 10 

And both that morning equally lay 



In leaves no step had trodden 

black Oh, I kept the first for 

another day! 

Yet knowing how way leads on to way, 

I doubted if I should ever come back. 15 

I shall be telling this with a sigh 

Somewhere ages and ages hence: 

Two roads diverged in a wood, and I, 

I took the one less traveled by,              

At that has made all of the difference.                                                                                                20 

 
Vocabulary Exploration 

Directions: Complete the graphic organizer as you read the text. Highlight four terms from the text.  

The four terms can include words with multiple meanings and/or unfamiliar phrases.  

Vocabulary Reflection: Which words would you most likely use again? Explain why you think the words 
should be added to your personal vocabulary bank. Remember to think beyond using them in the 

classroom or school. 😊 Write your response on a separate piece of paper or submit within Schoology. 

Grammar Moment 5/1/20: Refer to the grammar worksheet for today’s practice exercises.   

Text Questions- “The Road not Taken” 
1.According to the speaker, what "has made all the difference" (line 20)? 
A. He or she took the first of the two roads.  
B. He or she took the road less traveled by. 
C. He or she took the road that bent in the undergrowth. 
D. He or she chose a road after looking as far down it as possible 
 
2.What is the setting of this poem? 
A. a quiet street on the edge of a town 
B. a forest in the middle of winter 
C. the back yard of a house in the country 
D. a wood with two roads in it 
 
 
 
 

Term Definition in Your Own Words Textual Evidence 
*clues/hints for meaning 

 
 

  

 
 

  

 
 

  

 
 

  



3.What is the theme of this poem?  
A. giving up hope  
B. making a choice 
C. enjoying the present moment  
D. having the courage to fight for something you believe in  
 
4.Based on the information in the poem, why might the second road have "wanted wear" and been 
"grassy?"  
A. because the second road was close to a stream that ran through the woods 
B. because the second road got a lot of sunlight  
C. because many people had taken the second road 
D. because few people had taken the second road  
 
5.The speaker of the poem wishes that he or she did not have to make a choice between the roads. 
What lines from the poem support this statement? 
A. And sorry I could not travel both/And be one traveler, long I stood 
B. Though as for that, the passing there/Had worn them really about the same 
C. And both that morning equally lay/In leaves no step had trodden black 
D. Two roads diverged in a wood, and I,/I took the one less traveled by 
 
 
Response to Text- “The Road not Taken” 
The speaker claims that he or she has taken the road less traveled by. Is the speaker telling the truth? 
Support your answer with evidence from the text.  Write your response on a separate piece of paper or 
submit within Schoology. *Your response should be 3-6 sentences. 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 


